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Following a non-jury trial in the Circuit Court for Baltimore City, Troy Jaquan Gee,

appellant, was convicted on four counts each of third degree sexual offense, fourth degree

sexual offense, and second degree assault.  The trial court sentenced appellant to six years’

incarceration for each of the third degree sexual offenses.  Three of these sentences for third

degree sexual offense were to run consecutively, and the sentence for the remaining third

degree sexual offense was ordered to run concurrent with the first three.  The remaining

convictions were merged for sentencing purposes.

This timely appeal followed, and appellant presents three questions for our review:

1. Did the court below err by denying Appellant’s motion to

dismiss based on a violation of his constitutional right to a

speedy trial?

2. Did the court below err by excluding evidence crucial to

Appellant’s defense under the Maryland rape shield statute?[1]

3. Is the evidence legally insufficient to sustain Appellant’s

convictions?

For the reasons that follow, we shall affirm.

BACKGROUND

The complainant in this case, KE, testified that she is appellant’s cousin, and that she

has known him her entire life.   Appellant’s five children are also KE’s cousins.2

 The Maryland “Rape Shield Statute” is set forth in Md. Code (2002, 2012 Repl.1

Vol.), § 3-319 of the Criminal Law Article (“Crim. Law”).  Md. Rule 5-412 incorporates the

Maryland statute, which constitutes a substantial departure from the common law.  See 5

Lynn McLain, MARYLAND EVIDENCE § 412:1 at 1003 (3d ed. 2013).

  We refer to the complainant solely as “KE.”  See In re: James R., 220 Md. App.2

132, 134 n.1 (2014).



When she was 12 years old, KE visited appellant’s family in December, 2011, after

Christmas.   The events that are at the heart of this case took place on the second day of KE’s

visit.  After playing some basketball in the morning, KE came inside for breakfast and to use

her laptop computer.   With appellant’s assistance, KE managed to connect to the WiFi and

log into her facebook account.  After this, she and appellant watched television in the

basement.  During this time, appellant’s wife was at work.

Trouble began when appellant approached KE and touched her breasts over her

clothing.  He then pulled down her shirt and rubbed her breasts with his hands.   Appellant

then told KE to kiss him, and then pulled her on top of him.  Appellant pulled down her

pants, then pulled down his pants and rubbed his penis against her vagina.  KE told appellant

to stop. 

After KE told appellant to stop, he apologized, and even asked for a hug to

demonstrate that KE forgave him.  KE performed this gesture, and then left the basement to

join her cousins for the rest of the day.  That evening, KE went to a party, and then returned

to appellant’s house, staying there until her mother picked her up the following day. 

KE admitted on cross-examination that her five cousins, appellant’s children, were

all upstairs at the time of the incident involving appellant, and that the door was open.  KE

did not tell anyone about the incident, and explained that she was not prepared to tell anyone

what happened.  She first told her school counselor, Leah Milano, because KE could “trust

her and talk to her about anything.” 
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KE told Milano that she and appellant had enjoyed a good relationship before this

incident. Indeed, KE recounted an instance in which appellant had warned her about her

contact with one of her friends, a gesture, she thought, that showed appellant sought to “keep

her safe.” 

Shawn Wilson, KE’s mother and appellant’s first cousin, recalled that she had taken

KE to appellant’s house on December 29, 2011 and picked her up on the 31st.  The original

plan was for KE to stay until December 30, but KE told her mother that she wanted to stay

so she could attend a party that evening. 

Wilson picked KE up on the 31st, and noticed that her daughter was quiet.  When she

inquired whether anything was wrong, KE said “nothing.”  After that date, KE was unwilling

to return to appellant’s house.  Wilson thought that it was unusual for KE to not want to see

her cousins.   Wilson did not learn about the incident until February, 2012. 

The State rested its case following this testimony.  Appellant renewed his motion for

leave to question the school principal about KE’s iPod Touch, specifically what content had

been found on the device.  Counsel sought testimony that would clarify whether “any

subsequent administrative actions that were taken by the school.”  Appellant’s motion for a

judgment of acquittal was denied, and appellant presented the testimony of three witnesses. 

Following the close of evidence, appellant renewed his motion for judgment of

acquittal.  The trial court denied the motion, adjudicated the charges, and convicted appellant

as noted above.
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We shall recite additional facts as required by our consideration of the issues before

us.

DISCUSSION

I.  Speedy Trial Issues

We begin with appellant’s complaint that the trial court erred by refusing to dismiss

this prosecution on speedy trial grounds.  Appellant points out that eleven months of the

sixteen month delay from arrest to trial is attributable to the State or institutional factors such

as the unavailability of a court.   

On February 21, 2013, appellant moved to dismiss, alleging a violation of his right to

a speedy trial.  Following additional postponements, this matter went to trial on June 19,

2013.  At the outset, the trial court denied the motion to dismiss:

THE COURT:   This Court has had the opportunity to

hear the arguments of counsel.  The State

has acknowledged the delay of – what do

we have 16 months?

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]:  Correct, Your Honor.

THE COURT:   S i x t e e n  m o n t h s .   T h e  S t a t e  h a s

acknowledged that that is presumptively

prejudicial and therefore the burden must

shift to the State.

The Court is looking at the four factors. 

We will go to factor three first.

The Defendant has clearly asserted his

right to a speedy trial and we understand

that.
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The length of the delay, 16 months is

certainly of concern.  This Court would

hope that an individual who has been

charged with a crime can go to trial

within 180 days that our statute say, but

that clearly does not happen, and counsel

has  already withdrawn his motion to

dismiss pursuant to [Maryland Rule]

4[-]271, because he’s acknowledged that

the postponement that took it past that

date was a mutual request.

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: That’s correct, Your Honor.

THE COURT:   And that’s fine.

But the Court does still take into

consideration all of the postponement

requests looking at the reasons for the

delay, further investigation both by the

State and defense, that will be effectively

the postponement for one and three, the

investigation purposes of the defense

would be number two, the fact that on the

fourth trial date that the parties went to a

court for a trial but then were removed

from that court.  This Court certainly

does not attribute that to either side. 

Prosecutor unavailable on the fifth trial

date, that certainly does go to the State. 

And then the lack of court on trial date

six and trial date seven again is more of

a neutral factor.

Certainly I do believe that the Defendant

has been prejudiced simply by being in

jail for 16 months, but as far as losing

witnesses, that has not been presented to

the Court, although counsel has indicated

that there may come a time during the
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trial to see that that may happen, but at

the present time that is not one of the

concerns of the Court because witnesses

are here, the State is ready to proceed, the

defense is ready to proceed with all the

witnesses.

This Court does not see that there was a

deliberate delay on the part of the State,

again, postponements because of

prosecutors unavailable and lack of court

and joint investigation would not be

deliberate delay.

Clearly in Baltimore City we do have

overcrowded dockets, but it’s certainly

while not considered to be neutral

reasons, doesn’t weigh as heavily against

the State, because again, the State is not

attempting to bring any disorder to the

process.

But again, if there’s no courtroom

available we have on any given day

approximately 48 felonies to be tried here

in the Circuit Court [for] Baltimore City

and there are 8 felony trial judges.  There

are going to be days that cases are

postponed and there’s very little we can

do about that.

Certainly the Defendant doesn’t care

about that and I understand that for the

purpose of this, but again, this Court has

to take that into consideration.

Looking at all of the four factors and all

of the factors that this Court is required

to look at I do not believe that this

particular delay is of constitutional
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dimension and concern and that I do not

place it on the State, and the request to

dismiss for constitutional speedy trial

violation is denied not having met the

burden. 

The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides that “[i]n all

criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial[.]”   U.S.3

Const., amend. VI.  The constitutional speedy trial guarantee is applied to the States by virtue

of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.  Klopfer v. North Carolina, 386

U.S. 213, 222-23 (1967); State v. Gee, 298 Md. 565, 568 n.1, cert. denied, 467 U.S. 1244

(1984).  This right is also guaranteed by Article 21 of the Maryland Declaration of Rights.  4

See generally, Butler v. State, 214 Md. App. 635, 655 (2013).  With respect to the Sixth

Amendment guarantee, the Supreme Court has observed:

The Sixth Amendment right to a speedy trial is thus not primarily

intended to prevent prejudice to the defense caused by passage of

  Appellant’s claim for relief is confined to his constitutional right to a speedy trial. 3

That right is “separate and distinct” from the statutory right enforced by State v. Hicks, 285

Md. 310 (1979) and its progeny.  See Marks v. State, 84 Md. App. 269, 281 (1990), cert.

denied, 321 Md. 502 (1991).  See also Dalton v. State, 87 Md. App. 673, 681-82 (1991).

  Article 21 of the Maryland Declaration of Rights provides:4

That in all criminal prosecutions, every man hath a right to be

informed of the accusation against him; to have a copy of the

Indictment, or charge, in due time (if required) to prepare for his

defence; to be allowed counsel; to be confronted with the witnesses

against him; to have process for his witnesses; to examine the

witnesses for and against him on oath; and to a speedy trial by an

impartial jury, without whose unanimous consent he ought not to be

found guilty.
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time; that interest is protected primarily by the Due Process Clause

and by statutes of limitations.  The speedy trial guarantee is designed

to minimize the possibility of lengthy incarceration prior to trial, to

reduce the lesser, but nevertheless substantial, impairment of liberty

imposed on an accused while released on bail, and to shorten the

disruption of life caused by arrest and the presence of unresolved

criminal charges.

United States v. MacDonald, 456 U.S. 1, 8 (1982).  “The speedy-trial safeguard is premised

upon the reality that fundamental unfairness is likely in overlong prosecutions.”  Dickey v.

Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 54 (1970).

We review the trial court’s denial of appellant’s motion to dismiss on speedy trial

grounds by conducting a de novo constitutional analysis.  Glover v. State, 368 Md. 211, 220

(2002).  This inquiry is tied to the specific facts of each case, and so “the review of a speedy

trial motion should be ‘practical, not illusionary, realistic, not theoretical, and tightly

prescribed, not reaching beyond the peculiar facts of the particular case.’”  Brown v. State,

153 Md. App. 544, 556 (2003) (quoting State v. Bailey, 319 Md. 392, 415, cert. denied, 498

U.S. 841 (1990)).  This circumstantial and fact-bound characteristic flows from the fact that

the “speedy-trial right is ‘amorphous,’ ‘slippery,’ and ‘necessarily relative.’” Vermont v.

Brillon, 556 U.S. 81, 89 (2009)(quoting Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 522 (1972)). 

The determination as to whether a defendant’s speedy trial right has been foreclosed

is generally made in light of a balancing test articulated by the United States Supreme Court

in Barker v. Wingo.   Barker “is, of course, the case which for the first time set out the

criteria by which the speedy trial right is to be judged.”  Brady v. State, 288 Md. 61, 65
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(1980) (internal quotation marks omitted).   Maryland courts thus have “consistently applied

the four factor balancing test” set forth in Barker.  State v. Kanneh, 403 Md. 678, 687 (2008).

The Barker analysis was described as follows by the Court of Appeals:

“‘When the [pre-trial] delay is of a sufficient length, it becomes

“presumptively prejudicial,” thereby triggering a “balancing test

[which] necessarily compels courts to approach speedy trial cases on

an ad hoc basis.”’  Brady v. State, 288 Md. 61, 65 (1980), quoting

Barker, 407 U.S. at 530.  The factors to be weighed are ‘[l]ength of

delay, the reason for the delay, the defendant’s assertion of his right,

and prejudice to the defendant.’  Barker, 407 U.S. at 530.  Because

whether a period is presumptively prejudicial, or not, depends upon

the length of a pre-trial delay, the first factor ‘is to some extent a

triggering mechanism.  Until there is some delay which is

presumptively prejudicial, there is no necessity for inquiry into the

other factors that go into the balance.’  Id.  And this factor cannot be

applied until it is determined from what point the period of delay is

measured.  State v. Bailey, 319 Md. 392, 410 (1990).’”

Divver v. State, 356 Md. 379, 388 (1999) (quoting State v. Henson, 335 Md. 326, 332-33

(1994)).  The Barker factors cited above make up a “non-exclusive list[.]”  Brady v. State,

291 Md. 261, 264-65 (1981).  Not one of them is, by itself, “a necessary or sufficient

condition to the finding of a deprivation of the right of speedy trial.”  Barker, 407 U.S. at

533; see Kanneh, 403 Md. at 688.

Length of Delay

At the outset, we consider whether the post-arrest, pre-trial delay was of sufficient

length to be presumptively prejudicial so as to trigger an analysis of the Barker factors.  This

initial Barker factor
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is actually a double enquiry.  Simply to trigger a speedy trial analysis,

an accused must allege that the interval between accusation and trial

has crossed the threshold dividing ordinary from “presumptively

prejudicial” delay since, by definition, he cannot complain that the

government has denied him a “speedy” trial if it has, in fact,

prosecuted his case with customary promptness.  If the accused makes

this showing, the court must then consider, as one factor among

several, the extent to which the delay stretches beyond the bare

minimum needed to trigger judicial examination of the claim.

Doggett v. United States, 505 U.S. 647, 651-52 (1992); see State v. Bailey, 319 Md. at 410

(“Until there is some delay which is presumptively prejudicial, there is no necessity for

inquiry into the other [Barker] factors that go into the balance.”).

The length of delay for speedy trial analysis is measured from the earlier of the date

of arrest or filing of indictment or other formal charges to the date of trial.  United States v.

Marion, 404 U.S. 307, 320-21 (1971); Divver, 356 Md. at 389.  Appellant was arrested on

February 11, 2012, and his trial commenced on June 19, 2013.  This interval of over sixteen

months is sufficient to trigger the Barker analysis and  is presumptively prejudicial.  See State

v. Ruben, 127 Md. App. at 440 (eleven month delay sufficient to trigger Barker analysis). 

Because appellant has made out a case for presumptive prejudice on the basis of the overall

delay from arrest to trial, we must consider “the extent to which the delay stretches beyond

the bare minimum needed to trigger judicial examination of the claim,” along with the other

Barker factors.  Doggett, 505 U.S. at 652.  The “presumption that pretrial delay has

prejudiced the accused intensifies over time.”  Id.
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Chronology

The following chronology is relevant.

February 11, 2012  Appellant is arrested and incarcerated. 

This date commences the speedy trial

clock.5

March 1, 2012  Appellant is indicted.

April 13, 2012 Arraignment.  Trial is set for June 8,

2012.

June 6, 2012  Joint request for a continuance.  Both

parties require further investigation.  In this

regard, there was litigation over whether

appellant could obtain records from the

Baltimore City Department of Social

Services (DSS).  The DSS moved for a

protective order, and the circuit court

granted its motion only in part by Order

dated July 25, 2012.  Trial rescheduled for

July 30, 2012. 

July 26, 2012  Appellant requests continuance, citing new

defense evidence; records from DSS

provided pursuant to subpoena.  Trial date

is reset for September 19, 2012. 

September 17, 2012  J o i n t  r e q u e s t  f o r  c o n t i n u a n c e .  

Investigating officer unavailable. 

Although both parties apparently propose

dates as late as November 28, 2012, trial is

rescheduled for November 5, 2012.  

November 5, 2012 Trial postponed until November 7, 2012 –

courtroom unavailable. 

  See Divver v. State, 356 Md. 379, 388-89 (1999).5
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November 7, 2012.  T r i a l  a g a in  p o s tp o n e d .   C o u r t r o o m

unavailable.  Appellant demands a speedy

trial.  Trial is reset for December 17, 2012. 

December 17, 2012 Trial postponed because prosecutor was

unavailable.  Appellant demands speedy

trial. Trial is rescheduled to February 25,

2013.

February 21, 2013.  Appellant moves to dismiss for violation of

his right to a speedy trial. 

February 25, 2013  Trial continued over objection because

prosecutor had a conflict and no court was

available.  Appellant again demands a

speedy trial. Trial is rescheduled to April

15, 2013.

March 19, 2013 Appellant, pro se, moves to dismiss for

violation of his right to a speedy trial.

April 15, 2013 Both parties ready for trial.  Trial

nevertheless continued because no court

available.  Appellant reiterates demand for

speedy trial. Trial is rescheduled for June

19, 2013.

June 19, 2013.  Trial court denies appellant’s motion to

dismiss on speedy trial grounds.  Trial

begins.

Responsibilities for the Delay

The Supreme Court observed in Barker that the length of the delay “is necessarily

dependent upon the peculiar circumstances of the case.”  Barker, 407 U.S. at 530-31.  The

Court went on to note:
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Closely related to the length of delay is the reason the

government assigns to justify the delay.  Here, too, different weights

should be assigned to different reasons.  A deliberate attempt to delay

the trial in order to hamper the defense should be weighted heavily

against the government.  A more neutral reason such as negligence or

overcrowded courts should be weighted less heavily but nevertheless

should be considered since the ultimate responsibility for such

circumstances must rest with the government rather than the defendant. 

Finally, a valid reason, such as a missing witness, should serve to justify

appropriate delay.

Id. at 531 (footnote omitted). The Court of Appeals has recognized that “different reasons for

delay in prosecuting a defendant should be assigned different weights.” Jones v. State, 279 Md.

1, 6-7 (1976).  Thus “[t]he reason for a delay weighs against the government in proportion to

the degree to which the government caused the delay.”  United States v. Batie, 433 F.3d 1287,

1291 (10th Cir.), cert. denied, 548 U.S. 908 (2006).  The identification of the reason for a delay

“seeks to ensure that courts not concentrate on the sheer passage of time without also taking

account of the etiology of the delay.”  Rashad v. Walsh, 300 F.3d 27, 34 (1st Cir. 2002), cert.

denied, 537 U.S. 1236 (2003).

We assess the relevant intervals as follows.

February 11 to June 8, 2012 

We conclude that this delay of nearly four months is neutral.  The “law permits

reasonable time for normal trial preparation[,]” and “time spent in pre-trial preparation is

neutral and not charged either to the State or the defendant.”  Malik v. State, 152 Md. App.

305, 317-18, cert. denied, 378 Md. 618 (2003); see Ferrell v. State, 67 Md. App. 459, 463

(1986) (five months for normal pretrial preparations is neutral period of delay).
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June 8 to July 30, 2012

This delay of one and one-half months is also neutral, because both parties moved for

a continuance.  Henry v. State, 204 Md. App. 509, 552 (2012).

July 30 to September 19, 2012

This interval of one and a half-months is taxed to appellant, because the defense

requested the continuance.  Malik, 152 Md. App. at 320-21.

September 19 to November 5, 2012

This delay of one month and one-half is also neutral, because, again, both parties moved

for a continuance.  See Henry, supra.

November 5 to November 7, 2012; November 7 to December 17, 2012

Trial was postponed twice because no courtroom was available on either November 5

or 7.  These delays, occasioned by the lack of a courtroom, will be attributed to the State, but

with minimal weight.  In Strunk v. United States, 412 U.S. 434, 436 (1973), the Supreme Court

noted that “[u]nintentional delays caused by overcrowded court dockets or understaffed

prosecutors are among the factors to be weighed less heavily than intentional delay, calculated

to hamper the defense, in determining whether the Sixth Amendment has been violated[.]” 

The Court recognized that the prosecution would nevertheless be  responsible for the delays,

because “‘the ultimate responsibility for such circumstances must rest with the government

rather than with the defendant.’”  Id. (quoting Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. at 531).  
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December 17, 2012 to February 25, 2013

This delay, resulting from the prosecutor’s unavailability, shall be charged against the

State, but with minimal weight.  In State v. Toney, 315 Md. 122 (1989). the Court of Appeals

examined the nature of a good cause finding in the context of a statutory speedy trial case

where the prosecutor was unavailable due to a conflicting trial schedule.  The Court, explaining

that “prosecutors are not ‘fungible’ and are not readily able to trade off serious cases.  We

think that the State’s interest in maintaining prosecutorial continuity is a significant interest

which in some instances may qualify as good cause for a postponement[.]” Toney, 315 Md. at

135.  Although there is no basis for concluding that the State acted in bad faith due to the

conflict in the prosecutor’s schedule, this delay shall be taxed to the prosecution, albeit to be

weighed lightly.  

February 25 to April 15, 2013

This one and one-half month delay, occasioned by the lack of a courtroom and the

prosecutor’s unavailability, will be attributed to the State, but again with minimal weight, for

reasons set forth above.

April 15 to June 19, 2013

This slightly over two month delay was due to the lack of a courtroom.  This period is

charged slightly against the State.
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Summary

By way of summary, this second Barker factor is tilted slightly against the State.  We

note that in no instance is there a showing of bad faith on the part of the State or a deliberate

attempt to undermine the defense.  Indeed, while two separate delays were due to the

unavailability of the prosecutor, there is no indication that the State was negligent in bringing

this case to trial.   Appellant, however,  asserts that the calculus weighs heavily against the6

State, and points out:

Of the 16-month period between Appellant’s arrest and the

start of his trial, under two months is attributable to the defense

alone, just over three months to joint defense and State requests,

almost four months is attributable to the State’s postponement

requests, and over three and one-half months resulted from

unavailability of a trial court.  Under the circumstances of this

case, Appellant was denied his right to a speedy trial. 

Appellant’s calculus does not include the nearly four month delay between arrest and

the first scheduled trial date that is manifestly neutral.  Further, contrary to appellant’s claim

that this case was not complicated,  we note that parties litigated whether DSS records would

be available in discovery.

Assertion of Right

Appellant consistently asserted his right to a speedy trial.  The State acknowledges as

much.  This factor weighs in his favor.

  We note with approval the observation by the Michigan Supreme Court that delays6

that are “inherent in the court system” have been given a “neutral tint” with minimal weight

assessed against the prosecution.  People v. Williams, 716 N.W.2d 208, 219 (Mich. 2006). 
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Prejudice

The last element of the Barker inquiry is whether appellant  suffered prejudice as a

result of the delay.  The Court of Appeals has emphasized that “‘under the Barker guidelines

an affirmative demonstration of prejudice by the defendant is not necessary in order to prove

a violation of the Sixth Amendment speedy trial right.’”  Brady v. State, 288 Md. at 66-67

(quoting Smith v. State, 276 Md. 521, 532 (1976)).  More recently, however, the Court

overturned the dismissal of a case on speedy trial grounds where the overall delay was

approximately 35 months.  The failure to demonstrate prejudice weighed against the defendant:

The Supreme Court, in Barker, noted that prejudice should be

weighed with respect to the three interests that the right to a speedy trial

was designed to preserve:

(i) to prevent oppressive pretrial incarceration; (ii) to

minimize anxiety and concern of the accused; and (iii) to

limit the possibility that the defense will be impaired. Of

these, the most serious is the last, because the inability of a

defendant adequately to prepare his case skews the fairness

of the entire system.

Barker, 407 U.S. at 532 (footnote omitted).  In this case, Kanneh spent

one night in jail before posting bond, and subsequently was not

incarcerated pending trial.  Although he was on pretrial supervision

under the condition that he not be around children, it is not a restriction

that he ever complained was onerous.  Likewise, although the defense

argues that Kanneh was prejudiced because he did not seek new

employment or enroll in school because of the pending case, this

evidence only shows, at best, minimal prejudice. 

We turn to the final of the three factors under the prejudice

analysis, and the most serious, the possibility that the defense might be

impaired.  In the case at bar, there is no assertion of any actual prejudice

to the defense’s case, for example, that any defense witnesses have
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become unavailable due to the delay.  In Barker, the Supreme Court

determined that prejudice was minimal where the defendant spent ten

months in jail pending trial.  Barker, 407 U.S. at 534.  In that case, the

defendant, Barker, lived under a cloud of suspicion for over four years,

but there was no claim that any of his witnesses died or became

unavailable as a result of the delay.  Id.  In this case, there is even less

prejudice, and, weighing this final factor, we conclude that Kanneh’s

right to a speedy trial was not violated.

State v. Kanneh, 403 Md. at 693-94; see Ratchford v. State, 141 Md. App. 354, 361 (2001)

(observing that “most significant variety of actual prejudice is prejudice to the defense of the

case”), cert. denied, 368 Md. 241 (2002).

We consider the Court of Appeal’s decision in Kanneh to be instructive.  On this record,

we are unable to conclude that appellant has demonstrated “actual prejudice.”  Certainly, we

have considered the fact that the prejudice that follows from the overall delay in this case is

a significant factor in the overall weighing, and we are not unmindful that he was incarcerated

during the entire pre-trial period.  Maryland courts, however, have declined to find pre-trial

incarcerations for greater lengths to be oppressive, particularly where part of the delay, as here,

is attributable to the defendant.  See Malik, 152 Md. App. at 322.

In the final analysis, we conclude that, even with a presumption of prejudice resulting

from the overall delay, appellant  does not prevail on this factor.

Weighing the Barker Factors

We conclude, after weighing all of the Barker factors, that the State’s sixteen month

delay in bringing appellant to trial did not abridge his right to a speedy trial.  Although the

overall delay triggers the Barker inquiry, the Court of Appeals has noted that “‘[t]he length of
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delay, in and of itself, is not a weighty factor.’” State v. Kanneh, 403 Md. at 689 (quoting

Glover, 368 Md. at 225).  Overall, we view the reasons for the delay to weigh minimally

against the State.  We credit appellant for asserting his rights.  We are not persuaded by

appellant ’s argument that he was prejudiced by the delay.  The failure to demonstrate that his

defense was impaired, or to substantiate allegations of prejudicial anxiety or concern weighs

against him.  In the final analysis, we conclude that the trial court did not err by denying

appellant’s motion to dismiss for lack of a speedy trial.

II.  Preclusion of Evidence pursuant to the Rape Shield Statute

Appellant complains of the trial court’s application of Maryland’s rape shield statute

to preclude the admission of evidence that KE possessed an iPod Touch that contained images

of a sexual nature.   We discern neither error nor an abuse of the trial court’s discretion.7

At the beginning of trial, the State moved in limine for a ruling to exclude the disputed

evidence.  The prosecutor told the court that on December 20, 2011, the middle school where

KE attended became aware that KE’s iPod held “some sexual content” and that it had been

confiscated by the principal. The prosecutor continued:

December 20th of 2011, which is before this incident even

occurred.  That there was sexual material on that iPod Touch, and I

know that at some point the principal that has been on the defense

witness list, and the State would move specifically to any content from

her iPod Touch is not relevant in reference to sexuality, any sexual acts,

any knowledge of her, any sexual behavior by her prior to this incident

or after this incident. 

 See Crim. Law § 3-319. 7
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Defense counsel then explained that the defense would call the principal from KE’s

middle school.  Counsel explained:

[KE] was caught in her school with an iPod Touch that showed

a – there was video depicting a young male engaged in sexual conduct.

Now, we believe based upon the testimony that’s going to be

coming from some of our witnesses, that the individual who was

depicted on the IPod, he’s an individual that my client and at least one

of his children have had conversations with the victim about in the past. 

Specifically, [appellant] would testify that a young man whose

name I’ll leave off the record at this point in time, was involved in what

he believed to be potentially a romantic relationship with [KE],the

alleged victim in this case, who also happens to be a member of his

extended family.

We believe that it is a motive in this case, or at least something

that the Court could consider to be motive in this case, that [appellant]

had around the time in close proximity of the time of this alleged

incident had told [KE] that she was no longer to see this young man and

that he was going to tell her family about the relationship that she was

having with this young man. 

Defense counsel said that appellant was not aware of the contents of the iPod video, but

explained that the person depicted in the video is the “same person that [appellant] had had

conversations with [KE] about, and we believe that it was those conversations and the fact that

she may have been looking at some sort of disciplinary action in school that caused her to

create this story that is going to be told to this Court.” 

The trial court questioned the need for the defense to introduce this evidence:

THE COURT:   [W]hat I don’t understand is if your client

didn’t see the video and you’re not even

sure it’s the same person, let’s for this
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discussion assume that it is the same

person, I sort of understand you’re saying

that there may be a motive for the victim to

fabricate because your client said

something to her (indiscernible) I think

that’s fine, but I don’t understand why this

Court would need to see the video itself.

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]:  I’m not asking that the Court see the video

itself, Your Honor – 

THE COURT:   Or even be brought up.

Defense counsel later argued how this evidence was relevant to the charges facing

appellant:

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: I think it – I think it amounts to sexual – I

think it amounts to sexual conduct within

this definition of a sexual history insofar as

the defense cannot get into a victim’s prior

sexual history.  I don’t – certainly it’s not a

sexual act, but it does constitute some type

of sexual behavior.

So I do think it probably is covered under

the rape shield law; however, I think that

the fact that she was caught with this

within her school, was disciplined or

facing disciplinary sanctions by her school

and also decided to first report this incident

of alleged molestation to her school, I think

it all goes together.

I mean we’re talking about, the school –

the school was the institution that was

receiving all of the kind of first reports in

this case, and I think that it’s close enough

in proximity from the time that she was

caught with this iPod Touch until the time
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that she reported the alleged molestation,

and including the date that she alleges this

incident occurred upon, I think it’s in close

enough proximity to at least create the

possible argument or the possible motive

that she was simply trying to deflect

attention away from her behavioral issue at

school onto this act that she says occurred

on now December 30th.

Your Honor – and frankly, Your Honor, if

we were in front of a jury I think that the

argument could certainly be made strongly

by the State that this could be far more

prejudicial than probative.

I’m simply asking Your Honor to allow it

to come in and give it whatever weight the

Court thinks it deserves. 

Defense counsel then elaborated on the extent of the proposed inquiry:

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: I will not go into any detail about – I will

not even ask [KE], the alleged victim,

about the video.  I will simply ask the

principal was there a time on December the

20th of 2011 when you had contact with

[KE], what was the purpose of that contact,

and what did you do as a result of that

contact?  And I think what she’s going to

say is I was called to a classroom where

[KE] was a student, it was reported that she

had an iPod with a video of a young male

masturbating, I seized the iPod from her,

and I contacted her parents and that was

the end of it.  And it’s only to establish the

fact there was something going on prior –

there was something rather important going

on in [KE’s] life prior to this alleged

incident occurring.
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And moreover, Your Honor, it’s also my

understanding that the State is going to be

calling [KE’s] mother to testify as to a

change of behavior after the alleged sexual

assault occurred.  I think that that makes

my argument even more relevant, because

now we have obviously the State’s position

that her change in behavior is due to the

fact that [appellant] allegedly engaged in

some sexual crime, but also that she was

subject to discipline at school as a 12– year

– old young lady for having a video of an

older male masturbating.

I think it does become relevant and I’m

simply asking for – to allow it to come in

for whatever weight and credence the

Court wants to lend it.

That’s all I have, Your Honor.  Thank you. 

The prosecutor responded and the following ensued:

[PROSECUTOR:]   Your Honor, counsel’s proffer of what Ms.

Miles would testify actually indicates the

lack of relevance in this case.  That she’s

caught in the classroom, the iPod has this

material on it, she takes it and she calls the

mother and the situation is over on

December 12th – or December 20th, 2011.

This victim does not make a disclosure

until February 10th, 2012 to a school

counselor.  

There is no indication in any records

anywhere that she is subject to any further

disciplinary action for what happened on

the 20th of December 2011.
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THE COURT: So there’s no pending investigation about

what was on the iPod for the child?

[PROSECUTOR:]   No.

THE COURT:   What – what penalty did she receive, do

you know?

[PROSECUTOR:]   As far as I – my understanding is that her

mother was notified and that’s the end of

it.

So there appears – there’s no relevance to

how this has any impact on the case

involving [appellant] and the reason for the

disclosure, because there’s no indication

that on February 10th she was facing any

disciplinary action for what happened on

December 20th.  The material was found

on December 20th and it was all dealt with

on December 20th.

THE COURT:   Okay.  All right, here’s what I’ll say for

now so we can begin.

If it’s found out through your investigation,

counsel, that . . . she was facing some type

of disciplinary action because of having the

iPod through school, since this is where it

comes in, then I’ll take it – I will likely

take it into consideration.  We’ll see, I’m

not sure yet I haven’t made a ruling.  But if

there is no indication that there’s any other

penalty beyond her mother being called, on

what date, was it December 20th?

[PROSECUTOR]: Yes. 

THE COURT:  And being notified of the fact that her child

had the iPod Touch with this information
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on it and then the family was to take care

of it then I’m not sure how it becomes

relevant at all, but – 

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: I’ll tread carefully on this one then –   

Defense counsel then asked whether he would be permitted to question “[KE’s] mother

as to what disciplinary or what say punishment was rendered as a result of the phone call from

the principal.”  When the trial court agreed that that questioning would be appropriate, defense

counsel responded “then that kind of solves the issue for me.” Counsel, in response to

questions from the prosecutor, then explained what he intended to ask:

[PROSECUTOR]:   Now are you saying you would ask her

[mother] while she’s on the stand or ask

her prior to her testimony?

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]:  I would ask her on the stand and if she says

nothing then – then she says nothing.

[PROSECUTOR]:   Okay.

THE COURT:   Yeah, that’s fine.  Okay. 

The trial court took the matter under advisement pending the development of the record. 

During the presentation of the defense case, the court revisited this issue, and the transcript

reveals the following:

THE COURT:   All right.  Just so we’re clear, there was a

State’s motion in limine to exclude

evidence, and this specifically was any

mention of – ma’am, it was yours, so what

were you asking?
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[PROSECUTOR]:   Any mention of the contents found on the

iPod Touch that was taken on December

20th, and I believe that counsel had said he

might ask the victim’s mother if she was

facing any further discipline, which did not

happen.

THE COURT:   Right.

[PROSECUTOR]:   So – 

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]:  One, I don’t think it was within the scope

of direct examination at that point, Your

Honor --

THE COURT:   Right.

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]:  – so arguably, but – 

THE COURT:   I just need the record to be clear since there

was a motion, I didn’t rule on it, I said I

would wait until we heard the testimony.

I’ve heard all the State’s case obviously . . .

* * *

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: At this point in time, Your Honor, all I will

say is this, obviously I had not subpoenaed

the mother –

THE COURT: Uh-huh.

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: –  Ms. Wilson, I do not intend to attempt to

call her at this point in time with respect to

asking her any questions about the child’s

punishment, I don’t intend to do that.

However, I would at this point in time

renew my argument as it concerns the

principal in this case and my ability to ask
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any questions related to the iPod that was

found on December the 10th and the

subsequent –

[PROSECUTOR]:  The 20th.

* * *

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: Oh, I’m sorry, the 20th, pardon me. 

December the 20th of 2011 and any

subsequent administrative actions that were

taken by the school. 

The prosecutor maintained that any testimony with respect to the iPod would be

“irrelevant to the testimony we’ve just heard.” The trial court then ruled that the disputed

evidence was irrelevant.  The court explained:

[H]aving reviewed the statute and the proposed testimony concerning

what’s on the iPod Touch, which is a picture allegedly of this other

individual masturbating, I don’t find that to be relevant to the

proceedings here, and I do believe that under the rape shield statute

going to her reputation that if the trier of fact were to take that into

consideration it would be inappropriate, and for those reasons the Court

will not allow any testimony concerning what was on the iPod, a picture

of a male masturbating on the victim’s iPod Touch, I will not allow any

testimony concerning that. 

Standard of Review

A “trial court’s ruling on the admissibility of specific instances of a victim’s past sexual

conduct is subject to review on an abuse of discretion standard.”  Johnson v. State, 332 Md.

456, 464 (1993). When the inquiry focuses on the relevancy of the disputed evidence, “[t]rial

judges generally have wide discretion when weighing the relevancy of evidence.  While trial

judges are vested with discretion in weighing relevancy in light of unfairness or efficiency
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considerations, trial judges do not have discretion to admit irrelevant evidence.”  State v.

Simms, 420 Md. 705, 724-25 (2011) (citations and  quotation marks omitted).

Analysis

The rape shield statute in effect at the time of the events of this case was set forth at Md.

Code (2002, 2012 Repl. Vol.),  3-319 of the Criminal Law Article (“Crim. Law”).  Section

3-319 provided in relevant part:

§ 3-319.  Rape and sexual offense – Admissibility of evidence.

* * *

(b) Specific instance evidence admissibility requirements. –

Evidence of a specific instance of a victim's prior sexual conduct may

be admitted in a prosecution described in subsection (a) of this section

only if the judge finds that:

   (1) the evidence is relevant;

   (2) the evidence is material to a fact in issue in the case;

    (3) the inflammatory or prejudicial nature of the evidence does

not outweigh its probative value; and

   (4) the evidence:

* * *

(iii) supports a claim that the victim has an ulterior motive to

accuse the defendant of the crime[.]

“The principal reason for the rape shield statutes is to shield victims of sex crimes from

general inquiry into their past sexual conduct and to keep these victims from feeling that they

are on trial.”  White v. State, 324 Md. 626, 633-34 (1991) (citation omitted).
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We discern neither error not an abuse of discretion in the court’s ruling to exclude any

testimony concerning the contents of KE’s iPod.  Appellant asserts that the “trial judge below

abused [his] discretion in precluding the defense from calling a witness who could have

established facts tending to show that the complaining witness may have had an ulterior motive

to accuse Appellant.”  Citing to the Court of Appeals’ decision in Johnson v. State, appellant

maintains that such evidence was relevant to motive, in that it would show that KE “may have

accused [a]ppellant to deflect attention away from (1) her behavior at school involving the iPod

Touch or (2) her relationship with the young man [a]ppellant had spoken to her about,

indicating his disapproval.” 

The Court’s decision in Johnson v. State is distinguishable.  The victim in that case,

who was addicted to crack cocaine, accused Johnson and another of raping her.  Johnson’s

defense was that the sexual relations with the victim took place while the victim was

exchanging sex for drugs.  Johnson, 332 Md. at 459.  The defense offered testimony that the

victim became angry and accused Johnson and another of rape after no drugs were

forthcoming.  To bolster the defense, Johnson proffered testimony that the victim had

exchanged sex for drugs in the “quite recent past.”  Id.  Indeed, at a hearing on Johnson’s

motion in limine, the victim had admitted that “she would engage in sex for crack cocaine at

anytime of the day or night.”  Id. at 460.

The trial court ruled against Johnson, citing the rape shield statute, and this Court

agreed.  The Court of Appeals reversed.  The Court of Appeals ruled that such evidence had
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“special relevance” to the issue of whether the victim had indeed traded sex for drugs or had

been raped.  There was a “close connection between the sexual conduct evidence and

[Johnson’s] defense.”  Id. at 474-75.  Moreover, 

viewed in light of the victim's activities during the hours preceding the

alleged rape, and her addiction and its effect on her (causing her to have

sex for cocaine at any time of the day or night when she wanted to get

high), the evidence that she freaked for cocaine within a week of the

alleged rape is highly probative.  Furthermore, there is little danger that

the evidence will be misused by the jury, that its attention will be

diverted from the real issue in the case.  As we have seen, rather than

offer extrinsic evidence of the fact to be proved, the petitioner elicited

the admission from the victim herself. . . .   Thus, this is not a case in

which the jury is required to credit testimony from an extrinsic source,

in the face of denial by the victim.  Finally, the evidence is necessary to

the petitioner's defense.  The central focus of this case is the very issue

upon which the contested evidence relates: whether the victim, in fact,

engaged in sex for drugs rather than being raped.  Inasmuch as the

petitioner's defense was clear, uncomplicated, and not inherently

unbelievable, the probative value of the evidence to prove it

outweighed, substantially, its potential for unfair prejudice.

Id. at 475.  Johnson exemplifies the situation where relevance may trump the need to protect

from disclosure a victim’s past sexual conduct.  That rare case is of no help to appellant on this

record.

In the case before us, the trial court was entitled to find that there was no relevance

between the contents of KE’s iPod and her complaint about the abuse.  The “central focus,”

to borrow a phrase from Johnson, was not the content of the iPod Touch, and any evidentiary

relevance of its discovery at KE’s school would have no relevance, because there apparently

was no disciplinary action that resulted from the discovery of the iPod.  Defense counsel
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sought to ask about any “administrative actions that were taken by the school.”  Although

appellant sought to question the principal about the consequences of KE’s possession of the

iPod and what it depicted, there was no showing that KE had been disciplined by the school. 

In the final analysis, the statute provides that evidence of this nature “may be admitted

. . . only if the judge finds that . . . the evidence is relevant[.]” see Crim. Law § 3-319(b)(1). 

A “trial court's determination on relevance will not be reversed by an appellate court absent

a clear showing that it abused its discretion.”  White, 324 Md. at 637.  We find neither error

nor an abuse of the trial court’s discretion to foreclose testimony relating to the contents of

KE’s iPod.

III.  Sufficiency

Finally, we come to appellant’s challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence.  He

acknowledges that, “if credited, [KE’s] testimony would establish the crimes of sexual offense

in the third and fourth degrees and assault in the second degree,” but avers that her testimony

was not shown to be entirely credible.  He also points out that “six other people were present

in the home at the time” of the incident, and emphasizes that “there was no eyewitnesses, no

physical evidence, and no real corroboration of [KE’s] account.”  We are not persuaded.  In

reviewing the sufficiency of the evidence following an action tried without a jury, we adhere

to Maryland Rule 8-131(c), which provides:

When an action has been tried without a jury, the appellate court will

review the case on both the law and the evidence.  It will not set aside

the judgment of the trial court on the evidence unless clearly erroneous,
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and will give due regard to the opportunity of the trial court to judge the

credibility of the witnesses.

When an appellate court considers the legal sufficiency of the evidence following a non-jury

trial, it must determine whether “after viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the

prosecution, any rational trier of fact could have found the essential elements of the crime

beyond a reasonable doubt.”  State v. Albrecht, 336 Md. 475, 479 (1994) (quoting Jackson v.

Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 318-19 (1979)).

The Court in Albrecht emphasized that “it is not the function or duty of an appellate

court to undertake a review of the record that would amount to, in essence, a retrial of the

case.”  Id., 336 Md. at 478.  Appellant essentially asks this Court to do just that, and reiterates

the argument presented to the court below by defense counsel:  

The fact is, Your Honor, I really have a legal argument in this

case.  It boils down to credibility and it boils down to whether or not the

State can prove this case beyond a reasonable doubt.  Quite frankly,

Your Honor, I believe that the testimony that’s been offered by both

sides in this case suggests that there are many, many, many holes to this

story.  Based solely on that, I would offer or I would ask that this Court

find my client not guilty due to the State’s inability to prove its burden. 

The trial judge, in a lengthy opinion delivered from the bench, carefully reviewed the

testimony of all the witnesses.  He was mindful of accusations that KE could have fabricated

her story, but in the final analysis found her to be credible.  The trial judge stated:

Going over the testimony again and again and again, I searched

for some type of reason for [KE] to fabricate this.  Based on the

testimony presented, I do not find that.  Certainly, I do not put the

burden on the Defense in any way, shape or form. . . . [T]he testimony

that was presented was that [KE] was not bothered by the fact that
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[appellant] talked to her about [an older man about whom appellant had

warned KE to avoid].  In fact, again, she believed he was trying to keep

her safe.  So it – it is difficult for this Court to find any other reason for

[KE] to present the information about the actions of [appellant] than the

fact that they occurred. 

We decline appellant’s assertion that we effectively reweigh the evidence.  Given the

testimony of the victim in this case, we conclude that the trial court’s findings are not clearly

erroneous.  The lack of forensic evidence or corroboration are factors that go to the credibility

of her testimony, and not its legal sufficiency.

JUDGMENTS AFFIRMED. 

APPELLANT TO PAY COSTS.
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